I. INTRODUCTION
 Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) spotlight mode [1] , [2] allows the generation of microwave images with high geometric resolution by steering its antenna beam to continuously illuminate the same scene on the ground (spot) to increase the synthetic aperture time for high resolution in azimuth, and the high resolution in range can be achieved by transmitting signal with large bandwidth.
In spotlight SAR image formation, the polar format algorithm (PFA) [1] is a simple and efficient method for generating high resolution imagery over a reasonably imaging area. Of a PFA, the acquired spotlight SAR data are resampled from a polar format into a rectangle (Cartesian) grid. After a 2-dimentional (2-D) FT in azimuth and range respectively, a focus SAR image is obtained. A tandem interpolation strategy is traditionally used along range and azimuth for the resampling, however, this can be time consuming [3] . Therefore, a method to facilitate the resampling while preserving the performance is valuable. For example, Doerry [4] designed the SAR system by varying transmitting parameters, This study is supported by  Central Financial "support for higher vocational schools to enhance the development capacity of the professional services industry" project. such as the center frequency and chirp rate, on pulse by pulse basis for the range resampling and then performed the chirp-Z transform (CZT) for the azimuth resampling. Both of the interpolations in range and azimuth are avoided for improving efficiency. Zhu et al. [5] adopted the scaling scheme for the resampling in range and azimuth, and the scheme could be achieved by fast FT (FFT) implementation.
Conventionally, as for the processing flow, two tandem resampling in range and azimuth are performed first, and then two sequential FT operations in azimuth and range are used to focus the SAR image. After the azimuth resampling, zeropadding for areas without resampled data in the 2-D Cartesian data domain of azimuth and range wavenumbers is needed before the azimuth FT. Consequently, sidelobes of the azimuth response after the FT can increase due to the padding.
To avoid the padding, a modified PFA is studied by performing the azimuth resampling after the azimuth FT. Thus, the entire useful data samples in the full-filled data domain along azimuth can be utilized for improving the focusing quality. The modification is guaranteed in theory with the frequency scaling property of the FT. Also, the parameter variation and azimuth scaling scheme are adopted to make the PFA efficient. Finally, simulation in spotlight mode is carried out to validate the proposal, and comparisons are listed in testifying its superiority. Real spotlight SAR data also prove the modified PFA. 
National Conference on Information Technology and Computer Science (CITCS 2012) where r f  corresponds to the Fourier transformed variable of fast time, n is the pulse number,   , x y  is the backward scattering amplitude of the point scatterer, cn f is the center frequency at pulse n , c is the speed of light. n R denotes range history between the scatterer and the SAR sensor in ideal trajectory,   n  represents phase error related to the trajectory deviation. Thanks to the inertial navigation instrument [6] that can be used to compensate for the deviation in some extent, we ignore the range cell migration caused by the deviation, and only take the phase error into consideration in (1). After range matched filtering by multiplying conjugate of
 
T r s f  , the digitalized echo spectra in wavenumber domain can be expressed as
In (2) 
According to principle of the PFA, the approximation in (3) relies on the assumption that the planar wavefront propagates [7] , which restricts spatial extent of a SAR image formed by PFA. To accommodate for image formation in large size, the space-variant filtering method proposed in [7] can be used to correct the wavefront curvature effect.
In the traditional PFA, the azimuth de-chirping technique [3] 
Using the famous phase gradient autofocus (PGA) [8] However, due to the coordinate transformation from polar format into Cartesian grid by the PFA resampling as (4), there must be zero-padding in azimuth. Consequently, when we use the azimuth FFT to accomplish the SAR image formation, the focusing quality will be degraded, such as increasing sidelobes. What is more, in implementation of the resampling by the interpolation operation, computational efficiency can be low, and it is impractical for real time SAR processing. In this paper, a modified PFA with the azimuth resampling in post azimuth FT data domain is proposed. Besides, in order to enhance the efficiency of the proposal, the parameter variation method in [4] is adopted for range resampling, and the FFT based scaling scheme [5] is utilized for azimuth resampling after the azimuth FFT.
According to the range resampling function of the first equation in (4) 
The center frequency cn f can vary as the first equation shown in (6) on pulse by pulse basis. Similarly, the transmitting chirp rate can vary as the second equation shown in (6) . By transmitting the signal with the parameter variation as (6) from pulse to pulse, range resampling can be accomplished avoiding the time consuming interpolation. At present, the received echo signal can be re-expressed as
where the constant phase term corresponding to 0 4π wavenumber index are also uniformly spaced. We call this property as linear resampling, which makes the resampling of the azimuth data after the azimuth FFT feasible. To prove the significance of the linear resampling, we restate the frequency scaling property of the Fourier transform,
  According to the parameters listed above, the image size should be limited in a circle with 600 m diameter [7] by PFA image formation. Thus, the arranged square is sufficiently small than the limitation. Fig. 2(a)-(b) are the resampled data in the 2-D wavenumber domain with the azimuth resampling in the pre-and postazimuth domains of the FFT, respectively. The data domain is unfilled in azimuth in Fig. 2(a) , or zero-padded areas exist due to conventional PFA. Using the modified PFA, the data domain is completed full-filled in azimuth in Fig. 2(b) . Fig. 3(a)-(b) show the SAR image processed by the conventional and modified PFA, respectively. To assess the performance of the developed PFA, we extract the scatterer as illustrated in Fig. 3 to generate its response in azimuth. The response shown as the (red) solid line in Fig. 4 is derived using the modified PFA, and the response indicated as a (black) dashed line using the conventional PFA. Quantitatively, the peak-sidelobe ratio (PSLR) is almost the same. The integrated-sidelobe ratio (ISLR) is better when the azimuth resampling is performed after the azimuth FFT than before the FFT (Fig. 4) . The azimuth resolution corresponding to 3dB width of the mainlobe in Fig.  4 is 0.2575 m which can meet the requirement of 0.3 m. Also, in the post FT domain, the processing time for azimuth resampling is 13.31 s when the scaling is used but the time is 96.40 s if the interpolation employed, where the simulated data is in size of 20482048 samples. Finally, we process real spotlight SAR data by the proposed modified PFA. The data was downloaded from the Sandia Laboratory, and generated with the same parameters as those used in the simulation. A well-focused image of 400 m400 m (rangeazimuth) is obtained (Fig. 5) . V. CONCLUSION A modified PFA for the SAR image formation in spotlight mode with the azimuth resampling in the post Fourier transformed data domain is studied. Zero-padding in the azimuth resampled data domain is avoided, and focusing performance can be improved. The transmitting parameters variation is adopted to avoid range resampling, and scaling scheme in FFT implementation is utilized for achieving azimuth resampling in efficient. The algorithm is validated using simulated and acquired spotlight SAR data.
